GAPD and tubulin are suitable internal controls for qPCR analysis of oral squamous cell carcinoma cell lines.
The selection of housekeeping genes is critical for gene expression studies. To address this issue, four candidate housekeeping genes, including several commonly used ones, were investigated in oral squamous cell carcinoma cell lines. A simple quantitative RT-PCR approach was employed by comparing relative expression of the four candidate genes within two cancerous cell lines (HN6 and HN31) and one noncancerous cell line (HaCaT) treated or not with EGF and TGF-beta1. Data were analyzed using ANOVA followed by the NormFinder software program. On this basis, stability of the candidate housekeeping genes was ranked and non statistical differences were found using ANOVA test. On the other hand, the NormFinder was able to show that GAPD and TUBB presented the less variable results, representing appropriated housekeeping genes for the samples and conditions analyzed. In conclusion, this study suggests that the GAPD and the TUBB represent adequate normalizers for gene profiling studies in OSCC cell lines, covering, respectively, high and low expression levels genes.